ABSTRACT — Improving services as an effort to provide the convenience of tourist destinations, especially on the south coast of Java, is a demand placed on tourism managers, which in the long run will yield positive impacts. The assessment is conducted to determine whether the tourism destination give positive impressions to the tourists. The application of machine learning-based text mining technology, especially a sentiment review, is one of the solutions proposed to overcome this problem, therefore predictions of coastal tourism potential can be known beforehand. This research proposed a coastal sentiment review model using the library support vector machine (LibSVM) method. The process proposed a model optimization based on feature weights using the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm as a model optimization to increase the accuracy level. Efforts to improve the sentiment of the proposed model are the main contribution of this research. The results of research and experiments on the proposed model produced the best model named LibSVM_IG+PSO using the information gain (IG). On the other hand, PSO-based LibSVM method generated an accuracy level of 88.97%. The model proposed in this research is expected to serve as a decision support for tourists, government, and tourism managers in assessing sentiment towards the coastal maritime tourism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tourism potential of the coastal and marine areas is very promising, particularly for foreign tourists as well as local tourists who come to enjoy the beauty of the destination. The potential development of this sector is one of the main focuses of the government and the whole world in order to increase the number of tourist visits, particularly after the COVID-19 pandemic. It is expected that the maritime tourism sector will undergo a little change as the condition has gradually improved. The southern coast of Java is currently in great demand among tourists, meaning that efforts need to be made to improve its management and attract more tourists.

Sentiment reviews are a technological advancement in the field of text mining processing that is oriented toward assessing one’s sentiments about products, places, news, policies, or other things and generates sentiment assessments of the objects, which are mostly taken from social media [1]. The application of machine learning to the sentiment review technology is necessary because the analysis process requires a certain intelligence. Some of the algorithms that are often used in sentiment reviews, especially for sentiment classification, include decision trees, neural networks, naïve Bayes, k-nearest neighbor (K-NN), support vector machines (SVM), and other algorithms.

Several studies have used machine learning algorithms to carry out sentiment reviews of potential tourist attractions in Indonesia and abroad. One of which is research that was conducted to find out and detect tourist attractions using Instagram profiles based on tourist ratings [2]. Meanwhile, another research was conducted to analyze tourism sentiment reviews using the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) method approach [3]. Another research applied the semantic clustering method to the sentiment of the tourism recommendation system [4], which slightly differs from that of predicting tourist demand using online review data [5]. Some researchers have carried out a sentiment analysis of tourism reviews by using websites such as TripAdvisor [6]–[8]. In addition, many researchers have performed sentiment reviews related to tourism support, namely hotel reviews [9]–[11].

There have been several researchers who have conduct research on the coastal assessments. Numerous research was conducted to review coastal assessments using Google Maps and other media [12]–[14]. In [12], the long-short term memory (LSTM) and Word2Vec methods were proposed for sentiment analysis in reviews of coastal tourism objects. This research produced a model with an average accuracy, precision, and recall rates of 84%, 76%, and 0.73%, respectively. This research is quite good, but it did not yield a high level of precision, so model optimization was required. In subsequent research, a sentiment review analysis was carried out on various tourist attractions in Garut as it has many beaches [13]. This study showed that 80% of people left reviews with positive comments. However, this research only carried out the analysis process without using the machine learning method. The fiber classification was carried out so that the performance model values obtained, such as the level of accuracy, precision, and recall, were unknown.

Another research proposed the random forest classifier method and Bernoulli naïve Bayes for sentiment reviews of Phuket tourist attractions [14]. The best performance values of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) area under the ROC curve (AUC) using a random forest were 0.89 and 0.90 when using Bernoulli naïve Bayes. However, the performance values of the resulting accuracy level were not revealed in this research.

Sentiment analysis implementing SVM in the tourism sector has also been performed [15]. This research proposed a model for conducting sentiment analysis in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, and Phuket. The proposed model used the decision tree, random forest, and SVM. The classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm, SVM, and random forest, respectively,
yielded accuracy performance values of 93.2%, 77.4%, and 95.54%. In this research, the SVM models’ accuracy level was not quite optimal, so it was necessary to find a way to optimize the SVM model.

Based on its function, SVM is a machine learning that can only classify two classes; however, this technique, after being developed, can be applied to models that classify more than two classes, or multi classes. Library support vector machine (LibSVM) is a method that can be used for classification using SVM parameters that have been developed by [16], [17].

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an optimization algorithm for population-based decision-making (swarm) that exploits individuals (particles) in its search. Broadly speaking, this algorithm optimizes the problem by moving the particle or a candidate solution that is influenced by the best solution of the particle, which is generally obtained from other particles in the problem space using a certain function for the position and velocity of the particle. The main objective of this research is to find a PSO model for the best SVM that produces an accurate level of sentiment review classification accuracy on the coast of the southern region of Java, especially the Cilacap coastal area.

Even though the accuracy level produced by the model has been examined in several previous studies, however, there are still problems with the level of accuracy produced; therefore, efforts must be made to increase the level of accuracy. In contrast to several previous studies, the primary objective and contribution of this study is the process of selecting the optimal weights for the LibSVM model. Improved accuracy of the LibSVM model was carried out by using the feature weights of the PSO algorithm. PSO is one of the optimization algorithms that can be used to optimize the best weights selection.

II. METHOD

A. DATASET

This study’s dataset was derived from a review of everyone who visited the southern coast of Java. The reviews were obtained from an open access website, namely, https://www.google.com/maps, between 2018 to 2022. The research data were texts in Indonesian. The data labeling process was determined by the star rating given by tourists.

To determine sentiment classification in the data labeling process, the obtained text data were then classified into two labels, namely the “positive” and “negative” categories. The process of determining data labels is categorized based on the results of a sentiment review assessment conducted by the person who reviewed the beach based on the results of that person’s experience ranging from the condition of the beach, tourist attractions services, and other assessments. The review was not constrained by any limitations so that the sentiment text data were taken based on all aspects from the tourist’s point of view. Data labels were determined based on the stars given when reviewing, where 1 and 2 stars were classified as “negative” labels, while 4 and 5 stars were classified as “positive” labels. Meanwhile, reviews with 3 stars were excluded because they can only have two labels. Those with 3 stars are not included as the label was limited to only two labels.

A total of 390 reviews were obtained from reviews on the south coast of Teluk Penyu, Cilacap Regency, Central Java, Indonesia. These data comprised 250 data labeled as “positive” and 140 data labeled as “negative.”

B. PROPOSED METHOD

These research stages were carried out using the experimental method. Experiments were carried out on each model that was considered the best model, whose parameter values were determined first. The main steps were data preprocessing, model implementation, data validation, model optimization, and the final stage is model evaluation.

Each research stage was carried out based on experiments that were conducted numerous times to acquire the desired model. The preprocessing stage performed tokenization, filtering, and data cleansing processes. The subsequent stage was data and variable weighting using the TF-IDF method [18]. The stages carried out in this research are shown in Figure 1.
The data validation stage used was the cross-validation method. This method is considered one of the best methods in obtaining the results of the accuracy level of the resulting performance model. Determination of the number of folds used was carried out according to needs by prioritizing model’s accuracy level in order to achieve best performance. At this stage, data was divided between training data and testing data: 90% was training data and 10% was testing data. The model validation process was carried out based on the number of folds determined for each model being tested so that the performance values of the proposed models had different levels of accuracy according to the fold parameters of each model.

Model evaluation process was part of the research stages as an assessment of the success rate indicators of the resulting model. This stage involved comparing the best overall models obtained so that the difference could be determined. In this stage, SVM_IG+PSO, a model applying an SVM algorithm based on information gain (IG) and PSO, was compared to LibSVM_IG+PSO, a model using the LibSVM algorithm based on IG and PSO. The data analysis process used for the model search was the RapidMiner Studio software.

Confusion matrix equation [19] to determine the performance of model accuracy as in (1).

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\sum TP + TN}{\sum TP + TN + FP + FN} \tag{1}
\]

In (1), TP denotes true positive, TN denotes true negative, FP denotes false positive, and FN denotes false negative.

C. LIBRARY SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (LIBSVM)

LibSVM is a library used to support vector classification, LibSVM is a library in the form of integrated software that is used to support vector classification, regression, and distribution estimation. The vector classifications include c-support vector classification (C-SVC) and nu-SVC; regressions include epsilon-support vector regression (SVR) and nu_SVR; whereas, the distribution estimation is one-class SVM [20]. LibSVM has features that make its implementation easy to do. It is an extension of SVM, in which LibSVM complements the original SVM parameters with additional parameters. LibSVM is currently used to solve the two-class problem by building hyper planes and distinguishing between positive and negative as much as possible [17]. Figure 2 depicts the LibSVM architecture.

Several kernel functions were applied to the proposed model in LibSVM to determine its performance value. The kernel function is a method used in the process of receiving data as input and transforming it into the required form of data processing. In SVM, the kernel function is generally used to change the training dataset so that the nonlinear decision surface can be transformed into a linear equation in the highest dimensional spaces.

Some of the kernel functions used in this panel are the linear kernel in (2), the polynomial kernel in (3), the radial basis function (RBF) in (4), and the sigmoid kernel in (5).

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = x_i^T, x_j \tag{2}
\]

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = (1 + x_i^T, x_j)^p \tag{3}
\]

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = \exp(- \frac{||x_i - x_j||^2}{2\sigma^2}) \tag{4}
\]

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = \tanh(\beta_0 x_i^T, x_j + \beta_1). \tag{5}
\]

\(K\) is the number of the class, \(K(x_i, x_j)\) is the kernel on the elements \(x_i, x_j\), \(\beta_0 \) is the influence on the classification of outcomes, \(p\) is the degree that governs the flexibility of the classifier.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE MODEL

The process of finding the best model at the experimental stage using an SVM in this research resulted in several combinations of different accuracy levels. The experimental results using SVM are shown in Figure 3. The test was performed utilizing a combination of 5- and 10-fold parameters, which resulted in two distinct accuracy values.

In testing the model by implementing SVM using 5-fold, the results achieved an accuracy of 67.18%. The results obtained in this experiment were not so good and not as expected. The model obtained in this test still requires efforts to improve its accuracy, parameter values, and data preprocessing process. The following process was conducting an experiment utilizing different parameters. Based on the experimental results shown in Figure 3, an SVM model with the best accuracy value of 67.44% was obtained. The model with the highest level of accuracy was obtained using SVM, where the parameters set was radial kernel carried out using shuffled sampling. The accuracy obtained is the best of the proposed model in the range of predefined parameter values. The accuracy obtained in the experiments was still small, so another experiment was conducted in an attempt to optimize the results.

According to the dataset, each kernel type parameter used based on experimental results has different characteristics. It makes the performance results will likely be the same and/or different depending on the kernel type used for different datasets. Several kernel-type parameters exhibited slightly different performance model values; it can be caused by the characteristics of the text data used when preprocessing the data.

The subsequent experiment process was using the SVM. In this stage, the optimization process was conducted by applying feature weights, namely PSO algorithm. There is a difference in the resulting accuracy value compared to that of without PSO optimization. The experimental results of applying PSO to SVM in this experiment resulted in poor accuracy with the resulting accuracy being 70.77%; therefore, efforts to improve accuracy are still required. In this SVM+PSO experiment, the parameters applied were adjusted in order to achieve a different and optimal level of accuracy. The best accuracy level in this model used the 10-fold parameter with radial and shuffled
The next experimental stage was to apply LibSVM model. The LibSVM model was used to classify coastal assessment review sentiments. The experimental results showed several combinations of accuracy levels that could be used, but the best accuracy level produced was the top priority in the model proposed. The experimental results of the model by implementing LibSVM yielded very different accuracy levels. In testing this model, several types of SVM were used, including C-SVC, nu-SVC, and one-class SVM. C-SVC is a...

### Table I

**Testing Results of the LibSVM Method with Information Gain (IG) Optimization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SVM type</th>
<th>Kernel type</th>
<th>Stratified Sampling</th>
<th>Shuffled Sampling</th>
<th>Linear Sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-SVC</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>64.10%</td>
<td>64.10%</td>
<td>64.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-SVC</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>67.69%</td>
<td>67.95%</td>
<td>67.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-SVC</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>69.49%</td>
<td>73.08%</td>
<td>69.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-SVC</td>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>73.33%</td>
<td>73.08%</td>
<td>69.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nu-SVC</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>64.36%</td>
<td>69.23%</td>
<td>54.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nu-SVC</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>65.13%</td>
<td>67.95%</td>
<td>85.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nu-SVC</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>73.33%</td>
<td>72.82%</td>
<td>65.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nu-SVC</td>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>67.95%</td>
<td>65.90%</td>
<td>35.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-class</td>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>47.18%</td>
<td>44.87%</td>
<td>23.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-class</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>52.05%</td>
<td>54.36%</td>
<td>49.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-class</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>47.18%</td>
<td>44.87%</td>
<td>23.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-class</td>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>47.18%</td>
<td>44.62%</td>
<td>54.87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This result showed a better increase in accuracy during the testing. Despite being deemed quite good, the SVM_IG model trial yielded the lowest accuracy rate among sampling methods, namely 58.72%. Consequently, the model was still far from what is desired. This model employed the polynomial kernel and used the linear sampling method.

After the experiments were carried out, the performance model with the highest accuracy value for optimization using SVM_IG was 72.05%. The highest performance of the model was obtained by using 10- and 5-fold cross validation, and dot kernel parameters in the SVM.

### B. LibSVM Model Results

The next experimental stage was to apply LibSVM model. The LibSVM model was used to classify coastal assessment review sentiments. The experimental results showed several combinations of accuracy levels that could be used, but the best accuracy level produced was the top priority in the model proposed. The experimental results of the model by implementing LibSVM yielded very different accuracy levels. In testing this model, several types of SVM were used, including C-SVC, nu-SVC, and one-class SVM. C-SVC is a...
The results of implementing IG in LibSVM are shown in Table I. Another result of the experiment was to find a model by applying the feature weights, namely by applying the PSO algorithm. The proposed model was an optimization of the existing LibSVM model and was enhanced by implementing PSO or LibSVM+PSO in this research. The results of the experiments obtained in the proposed model are shown in Table II. In addition, the model optimized by PSO was a model that had previously implemented IG; consequently, at the stage of the model search process, it is an IG-based LibSVM optimization model or referred to as LibSVM+IG+PSO.

Two versions of SVM, namely nu-SVC and C-SVC, as well as two types of kernels, namely sigmoid and polynomial kernels, were utilized in earlier model experiments. Types of SVM and kernel were limited to determine good models and parameters that were set and used in this model experiments.

The fold parameter used in the LibSVM model is determined by the value of the 10-fold parameter. The LibSVM model that produced the highest accuracy level used the SVM parameter type of nu-SVC, kernel type of sigmoid, and the stratified sampling method, which produced the best accuracy performance of 77.69%. Based on the test results, the model using sigmoid and linear type kernels and C-SVC and nu-SVC type SCVM produced the highest accuracy on average.

It can be seen that the model with the highest accuracy rate was 77.69%, as shown in the result of the model experiments. This high-accuracy model used the LibSVM method with SVM model parameters type of nu-SVC and kernel type of sigmoid. The accuracy level in the classical LibSVM model had a subpar accuracy level. It can be seen that the average level of accuracy produced was 34% - 70%, demonstrating the need to increase accuracy once more. The LibSVM model with one-class SVM and kernel polynomial type yielded a significant result with a very low accuracy rate between 34.62% and 35.64%.

C. IMPLEMENTATION OF LIBSVM & INFORMATION GAIN

The next optimization was to apply IG to the LibSVM model or LibSVM+IG in this research. The experimental results showed an increase in the accuracy level of the model, resulting a better model than the previous one. The results of implementing IG in LibSVM are shown in Table I. Another effort was to set different IG parameters. Hence, it can be seen that the model obtained was the best model with a high accuracy level.

The results obtained in the LibSVM+IG model were slightly better than the classical type. It can be seen that the resulting accuracy was higher than the previous experiments without any IG optimization. The highest level of accuracy obtained from the LibSVM+IG model was 85.38% using the polynomial kernel type and nu-SVC SVM type. The lowest model accuracy rate was 23.85% using the one-class SVM and linear kernel. The best model in this experiment was generated using SVM parameters type of nu_SVC and kernel type of poly and was obtained through the linear sampling method. From Table I, it can be observed that the accuracy level of the proposed model has already increased significantly. However, it is dependent on the SVM type employed and the sampling method.

D. LIBSVM+IG & FEATURE WEIGHTS PSO MODEL

The final stage of the experiment was to find a model by the application of feature weights, namely by applying the PSO algorithm. The proposed model was an optimization of the existing LibSVM model and was enhanced by implementing PSO or LibSVM+PSO in this research. The results of the experiments obtained in the proposed model are shown in Table II. In addition, the model optimized by PSO was a model that had previously implemented IG; consequently, at the stage of the model search process, it is an IG-based LibSVM optimization model or referred to as LibSVM+IG+PSO.

Two versions of SVM, namely nu-SVC and C-SVC, as well as two types of kernels, namely sigmoid and polynomial kernels, were utilized in earlier model experiments. Types of SVM and kernel were limited to determine good models and then optimized so that no additional experiments are necessitated to identify models that produced poor accuracy levels. The PSO parameters that were set and used in this model were determined by the range of population parameter values between 5 to 15.

The experiment process carried out on the LibSVM model using PSO without IG optimization showed quite good results; the level of accuracy produced on the LibSVM+PSO model resulted in the highest accuracy of 80.77% and the lowest of 78.46%. The LibSVM+PSO model was generated using nu-SVC SVM type and a sigmoid kernel with population = 10. The best model produced required around 6.15 minutes to produce the expected model using a predetermined application, namely RapidMiner Studio.

The model generated using LibSVM+PSO was 80.77%, which took 6.15 minutes, which was longer than other models; however, this result was quite good. The time required for other models was 2.16 minutes, but only produced an accuracy of
The best level of accuracy, namely 88.97% which was better than the previous model. The best model applied the nu-SVC SVM and polynomial kernel with population = 5 and population = 15.

**E. EVALUATION & RECOMMENDATIONS MODEL**

The next step was to evaluate the model by comparing the experiment results to provide a better picture of the proposed model. Comparison results of all models that have been obtained with different accuracy levels are shown in Table III.

The model evaluation process was carried out by using the same dataset with a training data percentage of 90% and testing data of 10%. The best accuracy performance value for each model was determined using cross-validation with parameters that had been set based on the experiments conducted.

Table III shows the proposed model, namely LibSVM_IG+PSO, is the model with the best and highest level of accuracy, namely 88.97%. Parameter values and types applied to the proposed model are one of the factors influencing the change in the accuracy value. Each parameter possesses a different characteristic that can significantly affect the classification accuracy. Based on the best accuracy level of the proposed model, the confusion matrix if the accuracy level, which generated based on (1), is shown in Table IV.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\sum TP + TN - 102 + 38 + 5}{245 + 102} = \frac{347}{390} = 0.8897.
\]

The accuracy level produced at this time is still possible to be optimized and, of course, requires much effort, especially in determining the model's parameters because it relies on intuition. It requires a suitable model to determine the parameters to achieve the expected results automatically. The application of other optimization methods can be considered, especially in optimizing the selection of parameter values used.

Table III shows an increase in the accuracy of the sentiment review model for the coastal assessment using the SVM and LibSVM models. The increase in the accuracy value of the model produced and proposed was continuously increasing. These results indicate that the optimization applied to the model can affect the increase in the accuracy level produced. When compared with previous studies, the proposed model has a fairly good accuracy level, as shown in Table V.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The coastal review sentiment assessment has obtained the best model that can be used as decision support in predicting coastal assessment sentiment. This study proposed a LibSVM optimization model through optimization using PSO as a model for the sentiment. Compared to the existing LibSVM classic model, the proposed model boasts a higher level of accuracy. The best model obtained was LibSVM_IG+PSO, with an accuracy rate of 88.97%. This model used the LibSVM and IG based on PSO.

The drawback of this study is that the resulting accuracy level could be more optimal; one of the effects of this process is during data preprocessing, so further experiments are needed to find a more precise preprocessing model and increase the accuracy performance value of the resulting model. For future research, it is necessary to improve accuracy; therefore, it is better to get close to the best accuracy and employ other alternative methods that can be applied and redeveloped to find another appropriate model with a better level of accuracy. The simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA) methods can be proposed for further experimental research, and it is possible that later they will produce different performance values.
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